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ENTRANCE 
This is the Main
Entrance, outside of
artsdepot. To come
in, you will need to
walk through
automatic sliding
glass doors. When
you’re inside, you
will see the Box
Office desk. 



BOX OFFICE
This is the Box Office.
This is where you can
buy or pick up your
tickets, find flyers for
shows, or ask any
questions you have
about artsdepot. To go
upstairs, you will turn
left here and use the lift,
the escalator, or the
stairs.



These are the stairs, escalator and lifts. They will take you to the 2nd floor. The
landing at the top is close to the café. You can find Playdepot on the 2nd floor! 

THE FOYER



LEVEL 2
LIFT LANDING
This is where the lift
takes you on the 2nd
floor. You can go left
to the café, Studio
Theatre, Exhibition
wall and to get to the
3rd and 4th floors.
There are male,
female, accessible,
gender neutral, baby
changing stations &
changing places
toilets to the right.
You can also find
playdepot on your
right.



PLAYDEPOT
This is playdepot.
It is a soft play
area for children.
It is on the right
when you walk out
of the 2nd floor
lifts. It can get a
little noisy here
during the day.  



EXHIBITION WALL
This is the Exhibition Wall on
your left when you come up
the stairs or lift. There are
usually exciting arts and
crafts on display here. 



APTHORP GALLERY 
This is the Apthorp
Gallery behind the
Cafe Wall, where art
exhibitions are put up
during holidays and
half-terms. The
gallery is on the left
of the Cafe. 



CAFE FOYER
This is the 2nd floor.
The Café is at the
back behind the
plants. There are
tables, chairs and
high chairs in the
space. Sometimes It
gets busy here with
people before shows,
and at lunchtime. 



CAFE
This is the Cafe. You can
buy hot & cold food and
drinks. One the right,
there is a water machine,
which you are welcome to
use, the stairs to level 3
and the Studio Theatre.
On the left, there is the
lift that will also take you
to level 3 & 4.



STUDIO THEATRE
This is the entrance to Studio
Theatre. It is on the 2nd floor near
the tables and chairs of the café.
When you are going to a show in
the Studio Theatre, there will be
Visitor Assistants dressed in black
stood by these wooden double
doors. They will check your ticket,
and you can ask them any
questions you have about the
building or the show.



INSIDE OF
STUDIO THEATRE
This is where you sit
down and watch the
show. The view in this
picture is from the
stage. The house
lights will be on when
you enter and then
the space will slowly
go dark for the
performance.



STAIRS TO
LEVEL 3
These are the
stairs to level 3
where there is the
Pentland Theatre,
Bardepot, Drama
Space, Art Space
and Dance Space. 



LIFT TO LEVEL 3
This is the lift that will take
you to Level 3 and Level 4 for
Pentland Theatre Stalls and
Circle.  



PENTLAND THEATRE 
This is the entrance to the Pentland Theatre Stalls. There is one door on either side of the  
long wooden bench. When you are going to a show, a Visitor Assistant dressed in black is
stood by both doors to check your tickets and be of assistance if you have any questions
about the building or the show. 



INSIDE OF PENTLAND THEATRE 
This is inside of the Pentland Theatre. The view in this picture is from the stage.
The seats on the lower level are Stalls and higher up is the Circle. The lights will be
on when you enter to find your seats before the show. 



PENTLAND FOYER 
This is the landing of
Level 3. A nice place
to have a seat
before a show or
class in one of the
studio spaces.



BARDEPOT 
This is Bardepot on level 3.
This space is on the left of
the Pentland Theatre. There
are also high tables and
chairs available alongside
the wall on the left. 



DRAMA SPACE
Down this corridor to
the left of Bardepot,
you will find the
studio spaces. First
up is Drama Space. 



LEVEL 3 CORRIDOR
This corridor leads you to the Art Space and
Dance Space. The art works hung on the wall
to the right are opposite the female, male,
access toilets and baby changing stations.  



ART AND DANCE
SPACE
The two rooms at the end of
the corridor are the Art
Space and Dance Space. 


